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After many months of writing and
re-writing submissions ITPAS
committee member Lukman
Sinclair has finally succeeded in
achieving Charity status for ITPAS.
The Charity Commission have been
meticulous in their investigation
into ITPAS purposes and
organisation and have insisted on
many rewordings and alterations.
(See the last Newsletter for details
of all that has been involved in
this.) However Lukman has stuck
with it throughout and we now have
an official Registered Charity
number - 1150756.

Having this status has many
advantages, such as; we will be
eligible for a wider range of funding
now as some is only available to
Charities, our purchases won’t be
subject to V.A.T. and our
subscriptions can take advantage
of Gift Aid to benefit from the tax
that goes with it.

We think that an extra advantage is
that this status will raise our profile
even more which will mean we will
be taken even more seriously by
the official bodies with whom we
deal with in the course of our work.

CHAIRMAN’S WELCOME
I would like to extend a very warm welcome to all new
members to the society, and to extend heartfelt thanks
to those existing members who have once more re-
newed their membership.
The Spring newsletter is the first of two newsletters for
2013 and provides a small snapshot of the work of the
Society; it is produced for your benefit and focuses on
issues and events in your community. We are keen to
have your feedback on its content as we are always
striving to improve our reporting of matters which con-
cern and affect our members.
ITPAS members do not have to serve on the committee
to be involved in our community based projects, non the
less we do welcome your participation. For example, by
writing an article for inclusion in the newsletter about
wildlife, local history  or the environment or by helping
with flowerbed maintenance or joining us for a Saturday
morning beach clean you can play an active role and
make a positive difference to your environment.
Of course, there is no obligation to be an active member,
by simply paying your annual subscription and attending
talks you are demonstrating your commitment to promot-
ing our aims.
Without our members the Society could not exist and I
am delighted to report that as a result of our recent
recruitment drive via a mail shot to every home in the
CH61 postcode area, plus an article in the Heswall
Magazine we have fifty new members. Maintaining a
vibrant membership is an ongoing task and if you know
anyone who may be interested in joining ITPAS, then
please pass on your newsletter.
The Society is here to assist its members within the
community with local issues. The committee is a dedicat-
ed team with a broad knowledge base who can offer
advice and practical assistance, in confidence regarding
planning applications, threats to wildlife, poorly main-
tained footpaths, inappropriate tree felling and many
other matters affecting the community.
May I suggest that you put the kettle on, put your feet up
and settle down to enjoy a good read.

Melanie Walker - Chairman

Refused
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I mentioned in
the September

2012 newsletter
that Waxwings can be seen in the

UK, usually
in years
when there
have been
poor berry
crops in
Scandinavia
and Siberia,
so their
appearance

is not guaranteed every year.  However, they
have been seen throughout the Wirral from at
least last November, and in Irby as recently as
early February, feeding on berry bushes in both
Irby Road and Thurstaston Road, so I hope you
had the good fortune to see them.

There are still large numbers of waders to be
seen on the estuary, including Sanderling, Knot,
Dunlin and Grey Plover.  Redshank also use the
estuary at this time of
year as a pre-breeding
stopover before
moving off to Iceland,
and Heswall is the
best place to see them,
with 3,000 or more
roosting at high tide.
You will also begin to witness the waders
changing into summer plumage, and Black-tailed
Godwits and Bar-tailed Godwits take on a
particularly smart appearance with their reddish-
brown plumage.

If you are keen to know what birds are being
seen on the Dee Estuary, please visit
http://www.deeestuary.co.uk , which is updated
almost on a daily basis with information being
e-mailed in by birdwatchers.  For example,
Purple Sandpipers have recently been seen at
New Brighton Marine Lake, and

Short-eared Owls and
Hen Harriers were
spotted on Parkgate
marshes.  The site
also gives details of
bird events such as
high-tide bird
watches and Hilbre

Island trips.

But of course March heralds the start of the
return of the summer migrants, such as
Swallows, Sand
Martins, House Martins,
Wheatears and Willow
Warblers.  Into April and
birds will be returning in
their thousands from as
far away as South
Africa.  They time their
arrival at breeding
grounds to coincide
with plentiful food
supplies and scientific
evidence has shown that they have evolved in
response to climate change and are returning
earlier.

Away from the coast, and
on our doorstep, there
are a wide variety of
birds to be seen.  For
example, a trip to Arrowe
Park lake, offers the
potential to see birds
such as Treecreeper,
Great Spotted

Woodpecker, Tawny Owl, Mandarin Duck and
Kingfisher
In terms of our
garden birds,
the current view
is that feeding all
year round is
vital, and the
wider variety of
food we are able
to provide, the
more species we are likely to have visiting our
gardens.  If you are using peanuts, they need to
be in feeders which allow the birds to feed
without removing whole peanuts.  This is

important in the
breeding season
as whole peanuts
can choke young
birds.  A fresh
water supply is
also important,
which the birds
need not only for
drinking, but also
for bathing.

Birds of Wirral

Waxwings in Irby 2013

Redshank

Purple Sandpiper

Wheatear

Mandarin Duck

Kingfisher

Bill Wonderley
ITPAS member
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Annual General Meeting

Following the undoubted popularity of holding afternoon
meetings, the committee has opted to hold the 2013 ITPAS
Annual General Meeting, in Irby Village Hall, on Thursday
16th May, commencing at 2.30 (Doors open 2.00).
Previous attendees will know that the AGM is both
informative and entertaining. There is a very small amount
of formal business followed by an illustrated description of
the ITPAS achievements over the past 12 months (and
there have been many!). Tea and cakes are available at a
nominal fee and we finish with a prize quiz – a gentle test to
see how much members know about their immediate area.
Members who pay their £5 annual subscription in cash
should arrange to pay the treasurer before or after the
meeting.
Any members who have items to raise should notify the
ITPAS secretary, Ian Chalmers (648 5619 or email
iechalmers@btinternet.com) up to 10 days prior to the
meeting.

Our ITPAS Beach Officer, Jim McCormac,
monitors beach quality, liaises with the Marine
Conservation Society and organises regular
beach cleans along Thurstaston beach.

In mid December, Jim received a call from BBC
Northwest who were aware of ITPAS’
involvement with beach cleaning and requested
some assistance during the following day. The
main thrust of the feature for “The Sunday
Politics Show” was to demonstrate how
community groups are assisting where councils
are unable to provide full services due to recent
budget cuts. Although ITPAS would be carrying

out its regular beach cleaning anyway, Jim
recognised the opportunity for positive and free
publicity.

He quickly gathered as many ITPAS committee
as were available for a mini beach clean and
arranged for a representative from the Marine
Conservation Society to travel up from Ross-on-
Wye early the next morning.

Although the temperature was minus 5 degrees,
reporter Elaine Dunkeley and her cameraman
managed to film some atmospheric footage, with
interviews, at Thurstaston beach. The resulting
feature appeared on BBC North West lunchtime
and late evening news bulletins on 13th

December and also on the Politics Show the
following Sunday.

With almost a hundred members and visitors
in attendance, Irby Village Hall was packed
to capacity for the ITPAS January talk and
presentation by Terry from Wirral’s
Moonshine Owl Sanctuary. This was not the
first visit by Terry and the owls, they proved
such a popular attraction eighteen months
ago, that we decided to offer our members
another opportunity to learn more about
these beautiful and charismatic birds.
Terry, brought along a barn owl, a tawny owl
and a European eagle owl and gave a 45
minute presentation, followed by a 45 minute
question and answer session with the owls
behaving impeccably and calmly posing for
photographs.
The afternoon talk was an experiment to see
if members would prefer our winter talks to
take place during the day rather than on a
cold, dark evening. We think we know the
answer!
Following the talk afternoon tea was served
with a selection
of homemade
cakes, giving
our members
and guests the
opportunity to
socialise and
catch up with
the latest ITPAS
news.

Area Snippets

BBC’s Elaine Dunkeley interviewing ITPAS Beach officer, Jim
McCormac and the Marine Conservation representative, Lauren
Davis on a very chilly Thurstaston beach during December.

Three year old Joseph Chalmers enjoyed his
first introduction to a European Eagle Owl.

Owl Sanctuary Talk
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ITPAS’ latest educational project

The old Irby toilet block, built in 1972 next to the library has been closed for a very long time but may
reopen as something quite different in the near future.

ITPAS has been approached as a lead partner in developing the toilet block into a history and
resource centre. We will be working with Wirral Borough Council, Professor Stephen Harding,
Merseyside Museums and Friends of Irby library in this exciting concept.

The idea is to transform a derelict building into a historic display and educational centre for
schoolchildren and visitors to the area. The main thrust will be the Viking heritage of the ITPAS area
but we are open to suggestions for other displays. At this stage we envisage that access to the

centre would be via a new passageway from the library.

Although we are at the very early stages, we will be
applying for grants to pay for an architect’s survey and
scheme option appraisal. Once the scheme has been
approved by all parties, ITPAS will then apply for a major
grant to pay for the conversion and fitting out costs.

This is likely to be a long term project but we will keep
members informed of progress.

High Voltage Cable update

Members will be aware of ITPAS’ concerns with this project which will see a high voltage underground cable laid between
Leasowe and Puddington, crossing the ITPAS area along a route covering parts of Greasby, Irby, Thingwall and Barnston.
Your committee has been monitoring the project since the first consultation meetings back in February 2011. At our
February committee meeting we requested a discussion about the cable route with representatives from Scottish Power
and this is a summary of what we learned.
Peter Roper, Project Manager for “The Western Link Cable Project” provided up to date information not only on the scheme
generally, but also on how it will impact on the ITPAS area.
In general terms, the scheme will enable renewable energy generated in Scotland to be used in England. This will relieve
the two existing, and overloaded, Eastern and Western overhead lines.
OFGEM has examined the most economic and efficient solution and a sub-sea cable between Hunterston and Connah’s
Quay is the preferred option. For several reasons the Dee estuary is not a suitable route so the cable will come ashore at
Leasowe and be laid across Wirral to Puddington before crossing the narrow, canalised part of the Dee to Connah’s Quay.
Peter advised that there would be two 130mm cables (about the diameter of a CD) laid side by side along the 30 kilometre
(18 mile) route between Leasowe and Connah’s Quay. The contractor will be a consortium (Prysmian and Siemens) and
the contractor will be responsible for managing the project.
The route will be predominantly off-road with the route following field boundaries. Work will commence this week to remove
some hedgerows and replace these with post and rail fencing. The hedges will be replaced once the cables have been laid.
The cables will be buried in a 1.5 metre deep trench. Cable laying will be in batches - one kilometre at a time. The cables
will be encased in a sand and cement mix which solidifies after laying. Work will commence at the Leasowe end during
2013. During 2014 temporary access roads will be laid with the cables likely to be installed during 2015. Mill Lane, Greasby
and Arrowe Brook Lane, will need to be crossed probably in 2014. This will necessitate the trench crossing the roads,
probably one half at a time, with temporary traffic signals. Where the cable crosses Arrowe Park Road, this will be achieved
by tunnelling under the road.

The opinion of the committee is that whilst the concept of a high voltage cable across Wirral is less than desirable, the
routing of the cable has been planned responsibly, responsive to public opinion and along a route to cause minimal
disruption. The committee welcomed the use of field boundaries and tunnelling under the golf course.
There will be further consultation and ITPAS will be keeping a watching brief.

For further information and route maps please refer to www.westernhvdclink.co.uk/
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Planning Matters
The ITPAS Planning Officer’s case book

This page is a quick update on just a few of the
applications we have considered in the
Irby/Thingwall, Thurstaston and Pensby areas
during the past few months:

ITPAS has a new Planning and Footpath Officer
- John Heath.  He has been a resident of Irby
for over 30 years, living in the barn he
converted across the field beside the Anchor
Pub.  He is particularly keen to see community
life thriving with any development being
complementary to the attractive surroundings
we all enjoy.  John is a retired Architect,
married to Jean, and shares the home with Ben,
their yellow Labrador - their two children
having 'flown the nest'.  John and Jean are
both heavily involved in local groups and
charities.

Since John started this January, there have been
few local Planning Applications of note and none
of a controversial nature.  One query had been
raised by an ITPAS member.  This was in respect
of a property adjacent to the Thurstaston
Roundabout, 'Ivy Bank', 163 Thurstaston Road,
which involves proposed modifications to an
existing converted barn, garage and workshop.
This application was thought on balance to be
positive if completed to a good standard, and no
Objection was lodged.

There was, however, significant activity
concerning two local stretches of Public
Footpath, both involving the enclosure of a
path along an open field into a narrow strip by
the introduction of post and wire fencing.
Regarding the first of these, the Council's
Footpath Officer has accepted that the state of
the 'corralled' section of the Footpath from Irby
(Nursery) to Harrock Wood and Woodlands
Road was extremely poor and hazardous, as
the new fencing prevented users skirting
around flooded sections.  This situation had
resulted in actual injury to a walker who
slipped in the muddy conditions and received
lacerations from the barbed wire atop the low

fence.  Legal opinion was sought and
substantially agreed by the Council, who have
put down a thick layer of 'green' chippings and
required the Farmer to protect (if not remove)
the top line of barbed wire.  We will monitor
progress and the resilience of the new surface
but still consider the increasingly common
practice of restrictive enclosure of Public
Footpaths to be highly regrettable and largely
unnecessary.

The second Footpath is No. 44, from Hill Farm
(beside Thurstaston Roundabout), across the
open field leading towards Dawlish Road (and
thence along another open field to the Anchor
Public House).  We have featured this attractive
path previously and ITPAS's objection to the
proposed Diversion and enclosure of this historic
and pleasant walk, giving reasons ranging from
loss of visual and other amenity to Health &
Safety concerns.  Recently, four ITPAS members
and two local residents met on site with the
Council's Footpath Officer, who was initially
minded to recommend approval of both the
Diversion and enclosure on a 60:40 bias.  None
of those present was convinced by the Officer's
explanation and this has led to confirmation of
formal Objections.  Under a separate forum,
ITPAS intends to seek wider views and make
these known.  We believe there would be serious
disadvantage for the many for little gain for the
few.  These Objections may cause the Proposal,
unless withdrawn, to go to a Public Enquiry.  A
small shift in the bias could turn the Council's
support of change into a refusal, and thereby
avoid the cost and effort of an Enquiry.  ITPAS will
be working to that end.

It is nice to see daffodils and crocuses emerging by

the bus stop next to the Post Office and the

beautiful plants outside the Library, which were

planted free of charge by Steve Cottriall o
f Newhall

Landscapes, who is  a m
ember of ITPAS.   Both sites

are now maintained on a rota basis by ITPAS

members.  If y
ou would like to help please contact

Latimah Sinclair o
n 648-2444 or Paul Bell, who

organises the rota, on 648 2243.
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Chairman
Melanie Walker – 648-6780

chairman@itpas.org

Vice Chairman
Roy Fisher - 648-7671
webmaster@itpas.org

Secretary
Ian Chalmers – 648-5619

secretary@itpas.org

Treasurer & Membership
Latimah Sinclair - 648-2444

treasurer@itpas.org

Planning & Footpaths
John Heath- 648-6015

planning@itpas.org

Charity Commission Liaison
Lukman Sinclair - 648-2444

Newsletter & Web Manager
Roy Fisher – 648-7671
webmaster@itpas.org

Beach Officer
Jim McCormac - 604-0376

Committee
Patricia Kinsey

enquiries@itpas.org

If you did not receive this Newsletter by email
or post to your home it may be because we
do not have your current address.  Please
contact me if you have any doubts about the
completeness of our records.

Since the recent mailshot in our membership
has increased by 43 to 290.   We are hoping
that our new members become involved in
shaping future policy and events by coming
up with ideas and suggestions and maybe by
offering to serve on our committee for a time.
New blood and new contributions are always
welcome.  Please contact me if you feel you
would like to be more involved.

Latimah Sinclair - Membership Sec.

All talks are 7.00  for 7.30 pm start in Irby Village Hall
unless otherwise stated. Free for members.

© ITPAS – Contact the Newsletter editor, details on this page, if you wish to extract
information from this Newsletter. For externally drafted articles, contact the copyright
holder or author direct (details will be shown). We are more than happy to receive
articles, comments, letters or suggestions though they may or may  not be included in
our forthcoming Newsletters or on the ITPAS website. Any such articles may also be
edited at the discretion of the Committee. ITPAS committee members can be
contacted by phone or email as detailed above.

Prof. Stephen Harding

Members - Free            Non-members - £5

Summer Talk

“Underground Wirral”

By Gavin Hunter

Wednesday June 26th

Thursday, May 16th, 2013

at 2.30 pm

Annual Report

Issues, Election, Quiz

Refreshments

Irby
Village Hall


